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Quiz 25.1b – Wheelchair Securement and Occupant Restraint System (WTORS) Practices in Public Transit Buses

1. T/F Four-point wheelchair tiedown and occupant restraint systems (WTORS) have been and continue to be properly utilized in the field.

2. Four-point wheelchair tiedown and occupant restraint systems have been the most common means of Securing WhMDs for:
   A. 3 decades
   B. fifty years
   C. 2 decades
   D. less than 10 years

3. In the study of WTORS, it was concluded that:
   A. there should be improved WTORS training for bus operators
   B. WTORS were developed that can be operated independently by WhMD
   C. WTORS must have improved usability
   D. all of the above

4. The occupant restraint system includes:
   A. lap belt
   B. shoulder belt
   C. body harness
   D. both A and B

5. T/F In the study, misuse of WhMD tiedowns occurred more frequently than nonuse of tiedowns during transit.

6. Straps typically have ______________________ used to attach the strap to the WhMD.
   A. a “J” hook end–fitting
   B. an “S” hook end-fitting
   C. a clasp fitting
   D. a snap fitting

7. T/F According to the article, although the ADA mandates the provision of WTORS, the ADA does not mandate the use of WTORS.
8. T/F Incredibly, the majority of observed WhMD trips (almost 75%) evidenced nonuse (zero tiedowns used) during transit.

9. The use of ________________ tiedowns only was the most frequent observation.
   A. rear
   B. front
   C. side

10. T/F Compared to manual wheelchairs, power wheelchairs were more frequently secured using all four tiedowns.

11. T/F In this study, wrong use of the lap belt to secure the WhMD, by routing it around the WhMD seatback, was the most frequently observed use of occupant restraints.

12. It was reported that approximately ____________ of WhMD passengers stated that they never used occupant restraints.
   A. 1/4
   B. 1/3
   C. 1/2